Synthesis of interstellar 1,3,5-heptatriynylidyne, C₇H(X²II), via the neutral-neutral reaction of ground state carbon atom, C(3P), with triacetylene, HC₆H (X¹Σ⁺)  
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The reaction of ground-state carbon atom with a polyyne, triacetylene (HC₆H) is investigated theoretically by combining ab initio calculations for predicting reaction paths, RRKM theory to yield rate constant for each path, and a modified Langevin model for estimating capturing cross sections. The isomerization and dissociation channels for each of the five collision complexes are characterized by utilizing the unrestricted B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory and the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ calculations. Navigating with the aid of RRKM rate constants through web of ab initio paths composed of 5 collision complexes, 108 intermediates, and 20 H-D dissociated products, the most probable paths, reduced to around ten species at collision energies of 0 and 10 kcal/mol, respectively, are identified and adopted as the reaction mechanisms. The rate equations for the reaction mechanisms are solved numerically such that the evolutions of concentrations with time for all species involved are obtained and their lifetimes deduced. This study predicts that the five collision complexes, c₁−c₅, would produce a single final product, C₇H(p1+1H), via the most stable intermediate, carbon chain HC₇H(ii); namely, C+HC₆H→HC₇H→C₇H+H. Our investigation indicates that the title reaction is efficient to form astronomically observed C₇H in cold molecular clouds, where a typical translational temperature is 10 K. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3212625]  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Carbon chain molecules represent a significant fraction of those 150 detected molecules in the interstellar medium and circumstellar envelope of carbon stars. The largest observed interstellar molecule, the linear HC₇H species, is a member of cyanopolyne family, in which HC₂ₙ₊₁N (n = 1−5) have been observed. Also, C₇H (n = 1−8) radicals are detected in dark molecular clouds via radioastronomy. On the other hand, none of the nonpolar HC₂ₙ₊₁H (n = 1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅) has been detected in space so far; through infrared spectroscopy two polyynes, HC₃H and HC₅H, are tentatively located in planetary nebulae. In spite of notably higher energy, their isomers, three cumulene carbenes, H₂C₃, H₂C₄, and H₂C₆, are readily observed with radio telescopes since they possess dipole moments; the rotational spectra of H₂C₅, H₂C₆, H₂C₈, H₂C₉, and D₂C₁₀ are obtained in the laboratory. It is widely believed that the unobserved symmetric HC₆H molecules are present in the regions where their analogs are found.  

Why are these carbon chain molecules important? Carbon chain molecules and their ions have long been suspected as carriers of DIBs (the diffuse interstellar bands), the mysterious hundreds of absorption lines in visible regions. Thus multiple laboratory investigations on the electronic absorption spectra of carbon chain molecules have been carried out: HC₂ₙH up to impressively long HC₂₆H, the less stable HC₂ₙ₊₁H (n = 3−6, 9), HC₇H up to n = 10, and the protonated polyynes, HC₂ₙH₂⁺(n = 3, 4). The C₇H radical is studied via laser induced fluorescence. Nevertheless, for eight decades since the discovery of DIBs, not a single molecule matches definitely, whose size is speculated being of 10−50 atoms; the assignment of C₇, however, is controversial.  

As microwave, infrared, and electronic spectroscopies could establish the presence and abundance of astronomical molecules, chemical models serve to explain the relations among them and the observed abundances. The prototype C(3P)+C₂H₂ (acetylene) reaction has been intensively studied experimentally and theoretically, since the neutral-neutral reactions between atomic carbon and unsaturated hydrocarbons are considered an important synthetic route to complex molecules in interstellar medium. Recently, we examined the reaction next in line, C(3P)+HC₆H (diacetylene). The reaction of carbon atom with the polyynes, HC₂nH, could also be viewed as a mechanism for the formation of C₂n₊₁H and HC₂n₊₁H isomers and thus the depletion of the polyynes. Together, the first two members seemingly open a reaction class of C(3P)+HC₂nH→HC₂n₊₁H, where the vital intermediate HC₂n₊₁H and product C₂n₊₁H are found exclusively long-chained particularly when n = 2. Recall that the reaction of ground state...
carbon atoms with acetylene also forms a cyclic C\textsubscript{3}H isomer; likewise, in this reaction, the tricarbon plus molecular hydrogen channel is open as well. It is desirable to study the third member of the sequence, C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{2}P/H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{849} + HC\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{849} triacetylene, not only because the reaction is likely to be as fast as the other two, but also to see whether the same simple mechanism holds or more stable ringed isomers are formed.

Various \textit{ab initio} calculations have been performed on the singlet,\textsuperscript{51,52} triplet,\textsuperscript{28,54-56} and excited\textsuperscript{28,54,56} triplet states of linear HC\textsubscript{7}H and isomers\textsuperscript{51-55,57} mostly in singlet state and C\textsubscript{3}H isomers.\textsuperscript{32,51,58,59} However, previous theoretical efforts mainly tackle the properties of individual molecules. In this work, a theoretical study is set out to acquire the reaction mechanism and dynamics of the C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{2}P/H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{849} + HC\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{849} reaction, in which intricate interplays among interstellar molecules, HC\textsubscript{7}H, C\textsubscript{3}H, and their isomers, could be realized. Our aim is to first identify through \textit{ab initio} calculations the exoergic channels without entrance barrier, which would be competitive and relevant for the very low temperature and density in dense interstellar clouds; second, to derive the energy dependent reaction mechanism by computing the RRKM rate constants of elementary steps specifically tuned for the condition of single binary collision; subsequently, to obtain concentration evolutions with time for intermediates and products during the reaction by solving the rate equations for the reaction mechanism; finally, to predict the product abundances at different collision energies.

FIG. 1. The B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometries of the five collision complexes of the C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{2}P/H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{849} + HC\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{849} reaction, in which the point group is in parenthesis, lengths are in angstrom, and the angles are in degree.
II. THEORETICAL METHODS
A. Ab initio electronic structure calculations: Reaction paths prediction

The paths of the $C^1(3P) + HC_3H (X \Sigma_g^+)$ reaction under single collision are inferred theoretically. The reaction is assumed to proceed on the adiabatic triplet ground-state potential energy surface of C$_7$H$_2$. When the multiple $\pi$ systems of triacetylene attacked by carbon atoms, it is expected to yield multiple collision complexes. Therefore, possible collision complexes are first identified, followed by the characterization of low-energy isomerization channels for each collision complex. The optimized geometries and harmonic frequencies are obtained as described in Sec. II A. The locations of variational transition state geometries for C$_7$H$_2$ with unrestricted B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) zero-point energy corrections at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometries. Note that, for those paths in dotted lines, the attempts are not made or not successful in locating the transition states.

B. RRKM and variational RRKM theory: Rate constant calculations

Assuming the energy is equilibrated among molecular degrees of freedom when the reaction occurs, the rate of reaction can be described statistically. Provided the energy is conserved during the reaction such as in low-density environments or molecular beam experiments where condition for single collision is warranted, the rate constant could be predicted by RRKM theory. That is, for a unimolecular reaction $A^+ \rightarrow A^+ + P$, where $A^+$ is the energized reactant, $A^+$ represents the transition state, and $P$ the products, the rate constant $k(E)$ may be expressed as

$$k(E) = \frac{\sigma W^+ (E - E^+)}{h \rho(E)},$$

where $\sigma$ is the symmetry factor, $W^+$ is the number of states of the transition state, $E^+$ is the transition state energy, and $\rho$ is the density of states of the reactant. In this work, $\rho$ and $W^+$ are computed by saddle-point method and molecules are treated as collections of harmonic oscillators whose harmonic frequencies are obtained as described in Sec. II A.

As the formation of collision complexes from C$_7$H$_2$ + HC$_3$H is barrierless, there will also be no barrier to the reverse dissociation of the complexes. For a barrierless reaction as such, kinetic equivalence to the saddle point on the...
potential energy surface, the geometry of minimum flux, could be adopted as transition state. Specifically, the variational transition state is located when (e.g., Refs. 65–67)

$$\frac{\partial W(E,R)}{\partial R} = 0,$$

where $W$ is the number of states and $R$ is the reaction coordinate, breaking C–C bond in this case. The variational transition states are apparently both energy and reaction-coordinate dependent. Once the transition state is variationally determined for each collision complex at each of the six collision energies (0.0, 0.03, 0.15, 2.0, 5.0, and 10 kcal/mol, which correspond to average kinetic energies of an ideal gas molecule at temperatures of 0, 10, 50, 671, 1678, and 3355 K, respectively), the RRKM rate constant $k(E)$ for collision complex $\rightarrow C(3P)+HC_6H$ could be computed according to Eq. (1).

C. Solution of the rate equations: Evolution with time and branching ratios

The rate equations for reaction mechanism of each collision complex are solved by the numerical Runge–Kutta method at collision energies of 0 and 10 kcal/mol. The solutions yield the concentrations of species in the reaction mechanisms as a function of time; that is, the concentration evolution with time. The branching ratio could be easily derived from the asymptotic values.

D. Reaction cross sections for the formation of collision complexes

With the branching ratio resolved within the mechanism of each collision complex as explained above, the branching ratio for the title reaction could be realized when the reaction cross sections for forming all collision complexes are known. For a barrierless reaction, the capturing cross section derived by the simple Langlevin model would be $\sigma(E) \propto (C/E)^{1/3}$, where $E$ is the collision energy, if the intermolecular potential between reactants is approximated by a long-range form, $V(R) = -C/R^6$, where $s=6$ when both reactants are nonpolar, $C$ is a constant, and $R$ is the distance between centers of mass of two reactants. The complication multiplies for a nine-atomic system, of which the potential energy surface is a formidable 21 dimensional function of internal degrees of freedom. The fact that there are multiple collision complexes for the $C+HC_6H$ reaction signifies that the reaction cross section for this bimolecular reaction is orientation dependent.

As devised in the $C+HC_6H$ reaction,49 the 21 dimensional potential surface near the entrance of the reaction is reduced to five one-dimensional curves, which are conveniently adopted from the same IRC results in Sec. II A and

FIG. 3. The reaction paths and the most probable paths (highlighted) at zero collision energy of the collision complex, c2, in which the energies are computed with CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theory with B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) zero-point energy corrections at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometries. Note, for those paths in dotted lines, that the attempts are not made or not successful in locating the transition states.
where the orientation dependence is implicitly incorporated, corresponding to formation paths of the five collision complexes, respectively. Specifically, one-dimensional potential energy curves, $V_1$, $V_2$, $V_3$, $V_4$, and $V_5$, are thus defined along the reaction coordinates, $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$, $R_4$, and $R_5$, of $\text{C} + \text{HC}_6\text{H} \rightarrow$ collision complex 1, $\text{C} + \text{HC}_6\text{H} \rightarrow$ collision complex 2, $\text{C} + \text{HC}_6\text{H} \rightarrow$ collision complex 3, $\text{C} + \text{HC}_6\text{H} \rightarrow$ collision complex 4, and $\text{C} + \text{HC}_6\text{H} \rightarrow$ collision complex 5, respectively. The asymptotic portions of $V_1(R_1), V_2(R_2), V_3(R_3), V_4(R_4), V_5(R_5)$ are least-squares fitted into $-C(1)/R_1^n, -C(2)/R_2^n, -C(3)/R_3^n, -C(4)/R_4^n, -C(5)/R_5^n$ to obtain the constants, $C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4)$, and $C(5)$, respectively. Applying the Langevin model, the ratio of cross sections forming collision complexes would be $\sigma_1: \sigma_2: \sigma_3: \sigma_4: \sigma_5 = C(1)^{1/3}: C(2)^{1/3}: C(3)^{1/3}: C(4)^{1/3}: C(5)^{1/3}$.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The barrierless attack of electrophilic carbon atom to the $\pi$ systems of triacetylene molecule could readily trigger the $\text{C}^+(P) + \text{HC}_6\text{H}(X 1\Sigma_g^+)$ reaction. Each binary collision of reactants, $\text{C}^+(P)$ and $\text{HC}_6\text{H}(X 1\Sigma_g^+)$, yields one collision complex. Five collision complexes are characterized and denoted as c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5; their B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometries are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The reaction paths of the titled reaction are assembled by independently following the routes for individual collision complex. The immediate channels of c1–c5, respectively, are identified, which consist of low-energy isomerizations of hydrogen shift, carbon shift, ring formation, ring opening, carbon decomposition, and hydrogen atom elimination. The rate constants for all the immediate paths with energy under 10 kcal/mol (relative to the reactants) are then estimated. A simple scheme is adopted to sensibly avoid escalating the number of paths, in which the computed rate constants facilitate in navigating through the web of reaction channels: only the immediate channels for those intermediates produced with the largest rate constants, or equivalently along the most kinetically competitive paths, are tracked further. The pursuit of reaction paths was aborted when the dissociation is encountered.

The B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) optimized structures of intermediates, dissociation products, and transition states, designated as i, p, and ts are drawn in Figs. s1, s2, and s3, respectively; their predicted energies are listed in Table s1 and the energy-dependent rate constants of elementary steps computed at collision energies of 0.0, 0.03, 0.15, 2.0, 5, and 10 kcal/mol in Table s2. The CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ energetic paths of c1–c5 determined are plotted in Figs. 2–6, respectively. Correspondingly, the reaction mechanisms inferred at collision energy of 0 and 10 kcal/mol are drafted in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. In the discussion that follows, the energies cited are the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ energies relative to the.
reactants with B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) zero-point energy corrections and the quoted rate constants are computed at zero collision energy if not otherwise stated.

A. Dissociation of collision complex back to reactants, C+HC₆H

As tabulated in Table s1, all five collision complexes are comfortably bound relative to the reactants with c₁ sinking as deep as −57.3 kcal/mol and c₃ the least stable at −23.1 kcal/mol. The energy-dependent transition states, tsc₁–tsc₅, for the carbon dissociations, c₁ → C+HC₆H, c₂ → C+HC₆H, c₃ → C+HC₆H, c₄ → C+HC₆H, and c₅ → C+HC₆H, respectively, are determined with the aid of variational RRKM theory at six collision energies (0.0, 0.03, 0.15, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 kcal/mol), which gives an overall 30 transition states. As collision energy increases from 0.0 to 10 kcal/mol, their geometries in Fig. s3 indicate that the leaving C–C separations fall within 4.6–3.7, 3.8–3.5, and 4.1–3.4, 3.8–3.3, and 4.3–3.5 Å for tsc₁–tsc₅, respectively, with the corresponding energies located at −0.3 to −0.9, −0.8 to −1.0, −0.7 to −1.3, −1.0 to −1.5, and −0.4 to −1.1 kcal/mol, which is reasonable for their reactantlike geometries. The trend is in line with the anticipation that transition state gets tighter (i.e., shorter C–C distance) and its energy is descending with higher collision energy. At each of the six collision energies, the five transition state energies are well within 1 kcal/mol apart—essentially equal; thus the more stable collision complex would encounter larger activation energy. The phenomenon is demonstrated rather nicely by the predicted rate constants in Table s2, which follow the order of \( k_c1 < k_c5 < k_c2 < k_c4 < k_c3 \) through out the collision energies of 0–10 kcal/mol as the stability of the collision complexes, \( c1 > c5 > c2 > c4 > c3 \), would implicate. Evidently, the least stable c₃ is most ready to release a carbon atom.

B. Dissociation products

The energies of twenty C₇H species, which are relevant hydrogen-dissociation products, are listed in Table s1 and their geometries displayed in Fig. s2. Analogous to the C₅H isomers, the linear 1,3,5-heptatriynylidyne (p₁) is more stable than the three-member ringed 1,4-butadiynylcyclopropendiylidene (p₂). With energies predicted to be −14.4 and −2.5 kcal/mol, respectively, p₁+H and p₂+H are the only dissociation products with energy lower than the reactants. The rest of the C₇H isomers are however substantially higher in energy and expectedly out of reach at ultralow temperature.
Among three C7 products that might be formed by H2 elimination, the seven member ringed p20 has a near reactant energy of 0.3 kcal/mol, seemingly energetically accessible even at low temperature, and would in fact be eliminated kinetically as reasoned in the following sections. The other two H2-dissociations and the feasibility of CH and CH2 eliminations could be easily ruled out judging from their energies of 0.3 kcal/mol, seemingly energetically accessible even at low temperature, and would in fact be eliminated kinetically as reasoned in the following sections. The other two H2-dissociations and the feasibility of CH and CH2 eliminations could be easily ruled out judging from their probable product energies being 24.2 kcal/mol and above as listed in Table s1.

C. Reaction paths and the most probable paths of collision complex c1

As seen in Fig. 2, there could be fourteen low energy channels for c1: three ring openings to i1(hept-2,3,4,5-tetraene-1,6-diyne), c2, and c3, one 1,2 H-shift to i2, seven ring formations to i39, i5, i3, i35, i18, i25, and i69, one carbon dissociation back to reactants, and two H-dissociations to p2 and p4. Among them, the paths of c1 → i1 and c1 → c2 encounter much lower barriers of 5.9 and 7.1 kcal/mol, respectively, than the third lowest activation energy, 33.1 kcal/mol, for c1 → i7. The trend persists kinetically as reasoned in the following sections. The other two H2-dissociations and the feasibility of CH and CH2 eliminations could be easily ruled out judging from their probable product energies being 24.2 kcal/mol and above as listed in Table s1.

Generally stable intermediate, the chained i1, could form a three-member ring back to c1, cyclize to i17, c5, i19, i21, i22, i23, i28, i36, and eliminate hydrogen atom to yield p1. The conversion of i1 to c2 through a 1,2 H-shift seems not likely since the transition state could not be found despite many attempts. Overall, ten available channels are characterized for i1, in which the comparable k-1 (i1 → c1) and k-12 (i1 → c5) estimated to be 8.01 × 107 and 3.21 × 107 s⁻¹, respectively, are dominate considering the third largest rate constant k7 (i1 → i7) for i1 are three order less. However, as i1 follows the leading rate constants and isomerizes to c1 and c5, c1 would rush right back at i1 and likewise for c5 whose paths are scrutinized in a section below. Thus i1 should look for the next probable path for dissipation, namely, a seven-member ring formation to i17. The analysis of channels for the latter detailed in Fig. s4 indicates again that its reversed reaction to i1 is the most probable. The i1 channels next in line in the order of decreasing rate constants, i1 → i21 (k8 = 2.16 × 105 s⁻¹), i1 → i36 (k13 = 2.03 s⁻¹), and i1 → i22 (k9 = 1.72 s⁻¹), would encounter similar circumstances that these three intermediates prefer ring opening back to i1, as revealed by the study of their paths in Figs. s5–s7, respectively. Eventually, the build up of i1 concentration could leak through a hydrogen atom dissociation and yield p1+H with the rate constant k10 being 0.51 s⁻¹.

Generally speaking, tunneling effects are significant when a hydrogen atom is involved in the reaction coordinate and, particularly, the collision energy is near the energy barrier. Therefore, with tsi1p1 located at −5.1 kcal/mol, the rate
E. Reaction paths and the most probable paths of collision complex c3

Figure 4 indicates that as a result of c3 four-member ring closure, six-member ring closure, another six-member ring closure, the intermediates, i15, i14 (cyclohexa-1,3-diyne-5-ene-1-ylidenecarbene), and i10 (cyclohexa-1,2,3,8-tetracene-6-ene-1-ylidenemethyl), respectively, though sufficiently bound, are not accessible at low collision energy since the corresponding transition states are at least 25.1 kcal/mol above the reactants $\text{C}+\text{HC}_6\text{H}_6$. In addition, two immediate intermediates via c3 five-member ring formations, i16 and i84 are identified, however, at not easily reached 38.1 and 15.9 kcal/mol, respectively. It appears that choices of further reaction for the least stable collision complex c3 are rather limited. Only four low energy paths are available for c3: three-member ring-closure to c1, four-member ring formation to i11, 1,2 carbon shift to c2, and carbon dissociation to reactants. The rate constants $k_{-63}$ (c3→c1) and $k_{64}$ (c3→i11) stand out that c3 would proceed to c1 and i11. The latter simply opens its ring to become c4 since with $k_{-65}$ being $1.25 \times 10^{13}$ s$^{-1}$, i11→c4 suppresses the other eight i11 channels.

F. Reaction paths and the most probable paths of collision complex c4

Figure 5 shows six channels with transition states characterized for c4: three-member ring closure to c5, four-member ring formations to i9 and i11, to i8 of five-member ring, to the six-member ringed i20, and carbon dissociation to the reactants. In particular, resembling c2 and c3 versus c1, the branched c4 is unstable toward three-member ring closure to yield c5 as suggested by tsc4c5 in a lower energy than c4. Thus the minimum energy path c4→c5 is comfortably being the most probable.

G. Reaction paths and the most probable paths of collision complex c5

The channels for the two ring openings transforming c5 to i1 and c4, 1,2 H-shift to i6, two ring formations to i5 and i45, and carbon elimination to reactants are characterized as presented in Fig. 6. The transition states for further ring formations generating bound intermediates i4, i11, i70, and i36 could not be located. As supported by the rate constant calculations, rather like its fellow collision complex c1, the ringed c5 would swiftly stretch to i1, the immediate destination of c5 minimum energy path.

H. Reaction mechanisms

Zero collision energy. The most probable paths of c1–c5 highlighted in Figs. 2–6, respectively, are determined according to kinetic competitiveness at zero collision energy, specifically, the paths with leading rate constants but not necessarily the minimum energy paths. The most probable paths derived reaction mechanisms are presented in Fig. 7. While the most probable paths illustrated in Figs. 2–6 are emphasized energetically, the complementary Figs. 7(a)–7(e) describe the directions of reaction. The three branched collision constant $k_{10}$ for the hydrogen atom elimination channel of i1, i1→p1+H is expected to be enhanced if tunneling effects are incorporated; however, since p1+H is the only product, its branching ratio would not be affected.

D. Reaction paths and the most probable paths of collision complex c2

Figure 3 demonstrates that the transition states are located for c2 cyclization to three-member ringed c1, four-member ringed i9, five-member ringed i8, six-member ringed i10, and seven-member ringed i24. It is predicted that c2 could also undergo 1,2 H-shift to generate i7, 1,2 C-shift to arrive at c3, and carbon elimination back to reactants. c2 hydrogen dissociation to produce p1 is certainly energetically feasible, however, the transition state could not be identified and locating the product of the other H-elimination is not successful either. It is noted that the branched c2 is rather unstable toward ring closure to c1 as signified by the tsclc2 being slightly lower in energy than c2. It is thus not surprising that the rate constant calculations should give a definite edge to $k_{-2}$ (c2→c1) over the rest of c2 paths.
Figure 8. The reaction mechanisms (a)–(c) derived from the most probable paths at 10 kcal/mol collision energy of collision complexes c1–c5, respectively, in which the k are the corresponding rate constants.

complexes, c2, c3, and c4 share the same fate of three-member ring closure, namely, the former two to c1 and the latest to c5, as already signified by negative energy barriers at CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of calculations. Intriguingly, Fig. 7 clearly demonstrates that the reaction mechanism of c1 is a common theme for those of c2–c5, in which all collision complexes are inevitably trapped into the (c1, i1) loop before generating one single product: p1+H.

10 kcal/mol collision energy. The reaction mechanisms according to the most probable paths (Figs. 8–10) at collision energy of 10 kcal/mol are unveiled in Fig. 8. As the collision energy rises to 10 kcal/mol, k10 (i1→p1+H) advances significantly to edge k9 (i1→i22) and k13 (i1→i36) out of the mechanism. Evidently, the route of c1 mechanism at 10 kcal/mol is persistently being the building block through out those of collision complexes c2–c5. With the exception of the c3 mechanism, in which i11 is also involved, the mechanisms of c1, c2, c4, and c5 even share the exact same course. Parallel to the counterparts at zero collision energy, i1 and p1 remain singularly important intermediate and product, respectively, in the mechanisms as the collision energy rises to 10 kcal/mol.

I. Evolution of concentrations with time

Zero collision energy. The rate equations for mechanisms of C+HC₆H reaction via collision complexes c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5 at zero collision energy as laid out in Figs. 10(a)–10(e) are solved numerically, in which the RRKM rate constants of Table I are adopted for these five sets of simultaneous differential equations in 9, 9, 11, 10, and 9 unknown concentrations, respectively. The evolution of concentrations with time thus obtained at zero collision energies for species in c1 reaction mechanism are shown in Fig. 9 and the ones for c2–c5 are in Fig. 13.

Figure 9 demonstrates when the reaction of C+HC₆H proceeds via collision complex c1, in a fraction of a picosecond c1 simply dies down as its immediate isomers, c2 and i1, rise. c2 amounts to a healthy 0.155 of c1 initial concentration within a lifetime in subpicoseconds, i1 reaches peak concentration, 1.0, by 3.3 ps and stands firm well into submilliseconds. During this period, the decay of i1 to p1 is apparently slow enough that pre-equilibrium is established pairwisely between i1 and its immediate intermediates c5, i17, i21, i22, and i36, respectively, as evidenced by their peak concentrations duplicating fantastically the equilibrium values predicted by the corresponding ratios of forward and backward rate constants. Namely, with i1 concentration being 1, the equilibrium concentrations of c5, i17, i21, i22, and i36 are k₁₋₁₂/k₁₂, k₇/k₋₇, k₉/k₋₉, k₁₁/k₋₁₁, and k₁₃/k₋₁₃, respectively, as inferred from Fig. 9, in which as listed in Table I, the rate constants responsible for returning to i1 are overwhelmingly large compared to the reversed and thus explain the dismal numbers for their peak concentrations. The lifetime of i1 nicely reflects the magnitude of its bottle-neck rate constant.
$k_{10}$ of $i_1 \rightarrow p_1 + H$. That is, $i_1$ draining to the only products, $p_1 + H$, or equivalently, the formation of $p_1$, takes seconds to complete, which marks the end of the bimolecular reaction at a single-collision environment.

10 kcal/mol collision energy. Likewise, the rate equations for mechanisms of C+HC$_6$H reaction via collision complexes c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5, respectively, at collision energy of 10 kcal/mol as laid out in Fig. 8 are also solved, utilizing the RRKM rate constants at 10 kcal/mol in Table s2 for these five sets of simultaneous differential equations in 11, 11, 13, 11, and 11 unknown concentrations, respectively. The evolutions of concentrations with time are shown for the c1 mechanism Fig. 10, the rest are unveiled in Fig. s14.

As illustrated in Fig. 10, for the C+HC$_6$H proceeding through collision complex c1, the immediate intermediate c2 peaks to 0.176 rather early at subpicoseconds similar to the scenario for the zero collision energy; meanwhile c1 decays almost completely as $i_1$ also reaches its maximum concentration, 1. The $i_1$ retains its peak concentration until submicroseconds into the reaction when it starts to decay. During this period, the intermediates, $i_5$, $i_17$, $i_21$, $i_7$, $i_2$, c4, and $i_9$, also attain their respective peak concentrations that fascinatingly correlate precisely the predictions if the steady-state approximation were applied. For instance, according to the text book steady-state approximation, at steady state the concentration of c5 should follow that relation of $[c_5] = \frac{k_{66}[c_4] + k_{12}[i_1]}{k_{66} + k_{12}}$ based on the mechanism in Fig. 8; knowing the peak concentrations of c4 and $i_1$ being $4.75 \times 10^{-6}$ and 1, respectively, the equation yields the c5 steady-state concentration, $2.07 \times 10^{-5}$, which reproduces exactly the c5 peak concentration indicated in Fig. 10. At the same time it explains clearly the fact that these seven intermediates never arise to detectable amounts. As simulated in Fig. 10 and anticipated from the magnitude of bottle-neck rate constant $k_{10}$, $1.01 \times 10^3$ s$^{-1}$, the reaction would complete in a number of milliseconds when $i_1$ dissociates to $p_1 + H$ entirely.

Implications for laboratory detection. The concentration revolutions at 0 and 10 kcal/mol imply that in subpicoseconds into the reaction, c1, c2, and $i_1$ could be detected and within the typical detection time scale of microseconds for a crossed beam experiment, the observable species would be exclusively HC$_7$H ($i_1$). As estimated from the $k_{10}$ at 15 $\sim$ 30 kcal/mol, C$_7$H ($p_1$) could be detected comfortably when the collision energy is raised to at least 15 kcal/mol. It would be quite interesting to perform a crossed beam experiment at various collision energies to assess the validity of reaction mechanism we proposed.
J. Reaction cross sections

With the estimation of \( \sigma_1 \): \( \sigma_2 \): \( \sigma_3 \): \( \sigma_4 \): \( \sigma_5 \) being 1.11: 1.24: 1.15: 1.13: 1, the statistic weight of 2 incorporated for \( c_1 \)–\( c_4 \) due to symmetry yields 2.22: 2.48: 2.30: 2.26: 1. It implies that the overall reaction mechanism for \( C + HC_3H \) is consisted of five mechanisms laid out in Figs. 7 and 8 with weights of 2.22, 2.48, 2.30, 2.26, 1.

K. Notes on \( C_7H_2 \) isomers

While it takes 38 \( C_5H_2 \) isomers in our study of \( C + HC_4H \) reaction, \(^49\) the number of relevant \( C_7H_2 \) isomers identified in this work escalates to 113, as paraded in Fig. 1 and s1, \(^69\) the optimized structures for 5 collision complexes and 108 intermediates. Seven isomers have previously been predicted by theory: the singlet \( c_1, i_1, i_7, i_64, i_65, i_98 \) and triplet \( c_1, c_5, i_1, i_64, i_65, i_98 \) which leaves 106 newly found \( C_7H_2 \) isomers.

IV. CONCLUSION

Synthesis of interstellar radical \( C_7H \) via the reaction of ground state carbon atom, \( C(3P) \), and triacetylene, \( HC_3H(X^1\Sigma_g^+) \), has been investigated by combining \textit{ab initio} electronic structure calculations for predicting reaction paths, subsequently RRKM theory to yield rate constant for each path, and a modified Langevin model for estimating captur-
TABLE I. Selected RRKM rate constants (s⁻¹) computed with B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) zero-point energy corrected CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ energies, and B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) harmonic frequencies at collision energies of 0.0, 0.03, 0.15, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 kcal/mol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0.0</th>
<th>0.03</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>2.0</th>
<th>5.0</th>
<th>10.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$ (i1 → i17)</td>
<td>$1.99 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$2.00 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$2.05 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$2.93 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$5.02 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$1.12 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$ (i17 → i11)</td>
<td>$1.75 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$1.76 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$1.78 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$2.24 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$3.17 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$5.26 \times 10^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3$ (i1 → i12)</td>
<td>$2.16 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.18 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.27 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$4.20 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$1.04 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$3.84 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_4$ (i21 → i11)</td>
<td>$2.17 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.17 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.18 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.29 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.46 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.71 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_5$ (i1 → i12)</td>
<td>$1.72$</td>
<td>$1.74$</td>
<td>$1.85$</td>
<td>$4.29$</td>
<td>$1.45 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$7.93 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_6$ (i12 → i11)</td>
<td>$2.23 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$2.24 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$2.30 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$3.24 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$5.17 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$9.51 \times 10^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_7$ (i1 → i1+H)</td>
<td>$5.11 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$5.30 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$6.08 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$4.09$</td>
<td>$4.74 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$1.01 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_8$ (c5 → i1)</td>
<td>$3.53 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$3.53 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$3.54 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$3.71 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$3.97 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$4.39 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{12}$ (i1 → c5)</td>
<td>$3.21 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$3.22 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$3.27 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$4.05 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$5.61 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$9.20 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{13}$ (i1 → i36)</td>
<td>$2.03$</td>
<td>$2.07$</td>
<td>$2.18$</td>
<td>$5.27$</td>
<td>$1.87 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$1.09 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{13}$ (i36 → i11)</td>
<td>$5.08 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$5.09 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$5.12 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$5.53 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$6.14 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$6.98 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{14}$ (c4 → c5)</td>
<td>$2.45 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.45 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.45 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.44 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.44 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.44 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{15}$ (c5 → c4)</td>
<td>$2.71 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$2.72 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$2.75 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$3.26 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$4.18 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$6.04 \times 10^1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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